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Mrs. Mary Polk Green,
Vanderbilt University Law Library,
Nashville 37203.

Dear Mary:

I do hope you had a better trip home than the one you had to Chapel Hill! Dorothy and I just "sailed" along on Sunday over the West Virginia Turnpike, so we had time to stop for an hour Sunday dinner at Carter Cave, Olive Hill, Ky. That was fun.

And now it is work again! But I'm always glad to get back to my library!

It was suggested that the Secretary should get out some Thank you notes to the speakers and various people. I will list the various people and addresses, and if you feel it is my "duty"-send it back to me and I will follow thru with it.

Miss Lucille Elliott
Cinghoul Road
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Mrs. Dillard Gardner
2410 Beech Ridge Road
Raleigh, North Carolina

Mr. Benjamin Powell, Librarian
Duke University Library
Durham, North Carolina

Mrs. Wesley Wallace
Manuscripts Department
University of North Carolina Library
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Mr. Clifton Brack,
Business Administration Social Science Section
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Mr. Erwin Surrency, Law Librarian
Temple University School of Law
1715 No. Broad Street
Philadelphia 19122, Pennsylvania

The note to Miss Elliott should be concerning the Scholarship. The note to Mrs. Gardner, of course was an acknowledgment that we were thinking about her.

Cordially,

Law Librarian.